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ABSTRACT. The purpose of the United Nations-guided process to establish Sustainable Development Goals is to galvanize
governments and civil society to rise to the interlinked environmental, societal, and economic challenges we face in the Anthropocene.
We argue that the process of setting Sustainable Development Goals should take three key aspects into consideration. First, it should
embrace an integrated social-ecological system perspective and acknowledge the key dynamics that such systems entail, including the
role of ecosystems in sustaining human wellbeing, multiple cross-scale interactions, and uncertain thresholds. Second, the process needs
to address trade-offs between the ambition of goals and the feasibility in reaching them, recognizing biophysical, social, and political
constraints. Third, the goal-setting exercise and the management of goal implementation need to be guided by existing knowledge
about the principles, dynamics, and constraints of social change processes at all scales, from the individual to the global. Combining
these three aspects will increase the chances of establishing and achieving effective Sustainable Development Goals.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a broad and active process to develop a set of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to succeed the expiring United
Nations (UN) Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) (http://
tracker.post2015.org provides an online repository of all the
publicly available proposals for future SDGs). The decision to
establish SDGs was made at the UN Rio+20 conference, based
on a proposal by the governments of Colombia, Guatemala, and
Peru. Nations and international organizations are now working
to define what such goals should be, with the UN playing an
important role in these developments. Three of the SDG-linked
initiatives are the Open Working Group on Sustainable
Development Goals (a 30-member group of the UN General
Assembly that was established in January 2013 with the objective
to prepare a proposal on SDGs and report back to the General
Assembly in 2014), the High Level Panel of Eminent Persons on
the post-2015 agenda, and the Sustainable Development
Solutions Network. A priority is to identify a post-2015 agenda,
as 2015 is the year the MDG objectives are to be achieved. The
MDGs have been successful in focusing efforts on, and
encouraging a global political consensus around, issues such as
hunger, gender inequality, poverty, and disease. A key to their
success is that the MDGs are a short list of clear and coherent
goals that have focused on well-recognized global problems.
Initial indications suggest that the SDGs will also be structured
as a relatively short set of coherent, aspirational goals. Various
political actors have put forward proposals containing different
numbers and types of goals, but most proposals seem to be
consolidating around the core issues of poverty, gender equality,
education, health, food security, water and sanitation, energy,
jobs, natural resources, governance, and climate change. However,

the MDGs have been criticized for their narrow focus on the
human aspects of development, while overlooking the
importance of natural capital and ecosystem services (Waage et
al. 2010). Further, the existing MDG framework fails to capture
the complex interdependencies between the goals, and there is
little cross-referencing between targets and indicators (Waage et
al. 2010). The MDGs have also been criticized for placing
obligations only on developing countries, and for not having the
universal ambition of transforming sustainability pathways.
The new goals are likely to expand the MDGs (Sachs 2012), but
if the SDGs are to galvanize governments and civil society to
confront the interlinked social, economic, and ecological
challenges of the Anthropocene (Steffen et al. 2011), they need
to avoid the shortcomings of the MDGs (Griggs et al. 2013). The
Anthropocene is the new geological epoch (Crutzen 2002), which
is characterized by humanity having become the dominant force
of planetary change (Steffen et al. 2011). Today, humans are
changing the composition of the Earth’s atmosphere (IPCC
2013), have modified or transformed most of the Earths’
terrestrial and marine ecosystems (Halpern et al. 2008, Ellis et al.
2010), have substantially altered the flows of fresh water
(Vörösmarty et al. 2010), have changed elemental cycles and flows
of mineral resources (Steffen et al. 2004), and have radically
changed the distribution of plants and animals (MEA 2006). By
many measures, the changes humanity has caused in the last 50
years are now at or beyond the variations seen through the entire
Holocene—the present geological era starting 10,000 years ago
that has provided the relatively stable environment that has
enabled humanity’s development of agriculture and complex
societies. At the same time, people are fundamentally dependent
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on the capacity of the biosphere to provide services for human
wellbeing and societal development (MEA 2006). As the human
population continues to grow and the ecological and
environmental impacts of human economic activity increase, our
effect on the biosphere could threaten to exceed vital planetary
boundaries (Rockström et al. 2009), beyond which critical tipping
points in the Earth System may be transgressed (Barnosky et al.
2012, Hughes et al. 2013). Navigating the Anthropocene in order
to steer away from such thresholds will require major shifts in
values and beliefs, patterns of social behavior, and multilevel
governance and management regimes (Biermann et al. 2010).
Clearly, the complex governance demands of the Anthropocene
provide an important context for the framing of the future SDGs
but clash with the idea of simple, modular goals for specific,
bounded development problems.
We argue that the formulation, substance, and implementation of
the SDGs should be framed by three key insights from a growing
transdisciplinary body of work that is fusing ecology, economics,
psychology, global governance, and socio-technological systems
studies. First, human and natural systems are inseparably linked
and nested across scales, and should be dealt with as socialecological systems. Second, SDGs must acknowledge and
navigate trade-offs between goal ambition and goal feasibility.
Third, both the formulation of the SDGs and all implementation
efforts should be guided by existing knowledge about the drivers,
dynamics, and limitations of social change processes at all scales,
from the individual to the global. In the remainder, we discuss
some of the key implications these three insights should have for
the formulation and implementation of the SDGs.
A SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS APPROACH
Ecological, economic, and social systems are increasingly viewed
as interlinked and inseparable social-ecological systems (Berkes
and Folke 1998, Ostrom 2009, Folke et al. 2011). Mounting
research is showing that people are part of ecosystems and shape
them, from local to global scales, and are at the same time
fundamentally dependent on the capacity of these systems to
provide services for human wellbeing and societal development.
Ecosystem services are the benefits that natural ecosystems
provide to people, and are often distinguished as (1) provisioning
services, such as food production; (2) regulating services, such as
flood defense, which maintain a resilient environment and protect
against environmental disturbance; (3) cultural services, which
are reflected in religious, recreational, or cultural values and
practices; and (4) supporting services, which comprise the
underlying ecological structures and processes on which all other
services rely. SDGs should be designed to enhance the awareness
of, and focus on, the role of ecosystem services within (not
alongside) economic development and poverty reduction.
Similarly, targets for SDGs that are focused on the environment
need to be formulated not only in favor of preserving the biosphere
but also to ensure continued societal development. This would
align the SDGs with the increasing calls by global policy fora and
agencies (e.g., Convention on Biological Diversity, World Food
Summit, DIVERSITAS, IUCN, UNESCO, UNEP) that actions
to enhance the supply and reliability of ecosystems services are
urgently needed at local, regional, and global scales (MEA 2006,
Daily et al. 2009, Perrings et al. 2011, Larigauderie et al. 2012,
Reyers et al. 2013). The newly established Intergovernmental
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services can play a

critical role in addressing the needs of the SDG framework to
incorporate knowledge about the complex relationship between
ecosystem services and human society.
In the Anthropocene, the spatial and temporal scales of
interdependency between human and ecological systems are
changing profoundly (Young et al. 2006, Helbing 2013). Processes
such as human migration, trade, transnational land acquisitions,
spread of invasive species, and technology transfer are now more
prevalent and occur more quickly than ever before, facilitated by
a global infrastructure for the movement of people, goods,
services, diseases, and information (Butchart et al. 2010, Steffen
et al. 2011, Davis et al. 2013). Because of this increasingly tight
coupling of distant systems through social-ecological linkages,
actions taken in seemingly independent places affect the
interlinked global social-ecological system in unexpected ways,
with surprising mixes of immediate consequences as well as
cascading and distant effects (Biggs et al. 2011, Meyfroidt et al.
2013). For example, addressing climate change goals through
biofuel investments in one place may increase global greenhouse
gas emissions and threaten local food security due to indirect land
use changes in remote locations (Searchinger et al. 2008).
Similarly, successfully increasing food production and
biodiversity conservation in one region, and navigating the tradeoff between these dual goals, can result in unsustainable land use
change being displaced and adding pressure to social-ecological
systems in distant regions (Lambin and Meyfroidt 2011). Clearly,
the SDGs must avoid becoming a collection of single issue-based
objectives, as in the case of the MDGs. For example, Griggs et al.
(2013) suggest six SDGs that address trade-offs and synergies
between goals, and that are formulated around the twin priorities
of protecting the Earth’s life-support system and the reduction
of poverty. These goals—thriving lives and livelihoods, food
security, water security, clean energy, healthy and productive
ecosystems, governance, and sustainable societies—do not simply
extend the MDGs, as some are suggesting, but explicitly put them
into a social-ecological context, where sustainable development
is redefined as “development that meets the needs of the present
while safeguarding Earth’s life-support system, on which the
welfare of current and future generations depends” (Griggs et al.
2013). Explicitly linking interconnections, trade-offs, and
synergies between goals and targets will have many benefits of
reducing the costs of action as well as avoiding unintended socialecological consequences. Emerging approaches that support the
assessment of indirect impacts and systemic interconnections in
the Anthropocene can facilitate this (Walker et al. 2009, Seto et
al. 2012, Meyfroidt et al. 2013). For example, biophysical
accounting and economic simulation models (e.g., computable
general equilibrium models) provide analytical frameworks for
projecting the global cropland displacement associated with
different national land use policies, and assessing the mechanisms
causing this (Hertel et al. 2010, Villoria and Hertel 2011). Climate
adaptation frameworks are now beginning to look at tools from
the private sector, such as supply chain risk assessments, to
incorporate indirect impacts and climate risks that originate
outside national borders and that are transmitted by biophysical,
trade, financial, and human migration pathways (Benzie et al.
2013). Finally, the agendas of new international and
interdisciplinary science initiatives such as FuturICT and Future
Earth are explicitly focusing on refining existing, and developing
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new, tools to further our knowledge about global interactions and
interdependencies between social, technological, and environmental
systems; importantly, these communities are ready to participate
in the codesign of the SDGs and related measures (Reid et al.
2010, Brito 2012, Paolucci et al. 2012).
The SDGs need also to move beyond the traditional approach to
development that assumes stability and linear changes in social,
ecological, and economic systems. Social-ecological systems often
exhibit unpredictable and nonlinear behavior as a result of key
processes or subsystems crossing over critical thresholds. For
example, there is now substantial experimental, modeling, and
empirical evidence showing unexpected and nonlinear changes in
ecosystems (Scheffer et al. 2001, Barnosky et al. 2012) and the
services they generate (Bennett et al. 2009), collective action in
common pool resources (Lade et al. 2013), financial markets
(Kambhu et al. 2007), climate (Lenton et al. 2008), and human
value and belief systems (Brock et al. 2003). To deal with complex,
often surprising, social-ecological behavior, SDGs need to be
measurable and embedded in an adaptive governance context
(Folke et al. 2005) that allows for iterative adjustments of goals
and strategies when situations change or new knowledge becomes
available. Measuring and monitoring progress on the SDGs will
require agreed upon sets of multidimensional indicators that
make sense at national, regional, and international levels. While
the difficulties of creating measurable, multidimensional policy
targets have been highlighted in the past (Parris and Kates 2003a,
Attaran 2005), recent social-ecological systems-based approaches
for measuring multiple ecosystem services and human wellbeing
provide hopeful avenues for developing integrated and scalable
indicators for global international agreements, such as the SDGs.
For example, Reyers et al. (2013) use such a framework to develop
indicators for measuring progress toward Target 14 of the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) current strategy (CBD
Target 14—“By 2020, ecosystems that provide essential services
including services related to water, and contribute to health,
livelihoods and well-being, are restored and safeguarded, taking
into account the needs of women, indigenous and local
communities and the poor and vulnerable”). This complex target
is distilled into its component parts (e.g., focal beneficiary groups,
relevant ecosystem services, benefit flows, social-ecological
factors, governance and management settings), and sets of
measures that can evaluate progress within each component are
highlighted. Complementary strategies, such as investments in
globally harmonized real-time data collecting and reporting
systems (Pereira et al. 2013) for SDGs, alongside institutions that
foster learning and allow rapid feedback to decision-makers, can
provide the capacity to shift implementation pathways or SDGs
when progress is off track or data indicate that certain systems
are approaching thresholds.
TRADE-OFFS BETWEEN AMBITION AND FEASIBILITY
The outcome document of the Rio+20 conference states that the
SDGs should be ambitious and universally applicable, and should
take into account capacities and priorities of countries. However,
just like the MDGs, the SDGs will be a set of moral and political
commitments, as opposed to legally binding ones. While countries
may agree on a set of ambitious, universal goals, they cannot be
forced to comply with them. The incentives for individual
countries to free ride on others’ efforts will exist in the absence of
global regulatory and enforcement mechanisms. Successful SDGs

will require generating collective action around them and
minimizing free riding. Experimental and field studies provide
encouraging results from, mostly small-scale, communities that
were able to establish and maintain high levels of cooperation
through mutual agreements, even without external sanction and
enforcement institutions (Ostrom 1990, Ostrom et al. 2002,
Janssen et al. 2010, Poteete et al. 2010). However, the success of
such voluntary agreements depends on whether goals are credible
and transparent, and whether noncompliance imposes
sufficiently high social costs on most members. It is unclear
whether such cooperation can materialize and ensure compliance
around the SDGs, which are global collective action problems.
There are indications that self-organizing and polycentric
approaches can emerge as ways to deal with other transnational
and regional collective action problems such as climate
governance (Ostrom 2010), public health (Lieberman 2011),
ocean acidification (Galaz et al. 2012), and fisheries
overexploitation (Österblom and Sumaila 2011) when enforceable
global agreements are missing or have failed. Polycentric
approaches refer to multiactor and multilevel responses that are
characterized by a self-organizing relationship between many
centers of decision-making that are formally independent of each
other. These governance configurations seem to facilitate
experimentation, cooperation, and learning at multiple levels
(Ostrom 1999), which are prerequisites for dealing with problems
that cut across administrative domains (Galaz et al. 2008),
uncertainty, and complex system behavior (Folke et al. 2005).
Ostrom (2010) argues that the various innovative interventions to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions occurring at local, national, and
regional levels (e.g., the large networks of cities across multiple
countries that have pledged to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
the 2006 California Global Warming Solutions Act, and the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme) are part of an emerging and
expanding polycentric arrangement. The seeds of polycentric
arrangements that could emerge around the SDGs could be found
in the existing efforts to implement sustainable development at
multiple scales in businesses, communities, and nations. A
polycentric arrangement to the SDGs could be facilitated further
if this process were informed by ongoing stocktaking efforts of
how existing interenvironmental agreements and/or policy targets
can be incorporated into the SDGs (UNEP 2012, Schultz et al.
2013).
While polycentric order holds promise, we still know very little
about the features and conditions that trigger and maintain these
governance arrangements and whether they can be fully designed
from scratch or must evolve organically (Galaz et al. 2012).
Moreover, polycentric approaches will not suffice in isolation;
they will always be dependent on anchoring with more formal
negotiation processes (Galaz et al. 2012). Therefore, it is
indispensable to stimulate collective action around the SDGs by
negotiating strategic agreements (Barrett 2003), meaning that the
SDG targets do not aim at what we should do but rather at what
we can do. In other words, the trade-offs between ambition and
feasibility will need to be navigated. A track record of “secondbest” solutions may be a way to establish behavioral norms and
the spirit needed to tackle more ambitious targets in the future.
A good example is the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (known as MARPOL), a
technology standard for oil tankers that helped overcome the free
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riding problem and has significantly improved over time (Barrett
2003). Combining an appreciation of the polycentric nature of
governance with an acknowledgement of the trade-off between
ambition and feasibility means that SDGs need to be scalable.
This is perhaps best exemplified by the slogan “think global, act
local.” SDGs should enable actors to feel responsible and should
motivate them to push for positive change. This will not be
achieved if the bar is set either too high or too low.
PROCESSES OF SOCIAL CHANGE
Scientists concerned about the future of the planet routinely
conceptualize current development trajectories as being “locked
in” unsustainable pathways (Brock et al. 2003, Brock and
Carpenter 2007, Folke et al. 2011). Consequently, there has been
growing interest in understanding and stimulating sustainability
transitions or transformations in the Anthropocene so that socialecological systems are set on new trajectories that ensure that both
human wellbeing and a range of ecosystem services are sustained
over time (Parris and Kates 2003b, Chapin et al. 2010, Grin et al.
2010, Westley et al. 2011, Leach et al. 2012). Such transformations
may require radical, systemic shifts in deeply held values and
beliefs, patterns of social behavior, and multilevel governance and
management regimes. The SDGs can play a critical role in
accelerating and measuring progress toward such sustainable
development trajectories. However, goal-setting per se does not
ensure that change will happen, regardless of the motivational
power of the goals set. SDGs could catalyze and maintain
transformational change, opening a window of opportunity for
creating appropriate norms, institutions, and incentive structures
for social innovations. This requires the SDG implementation
framework to be guided by existing knowledge about the
characteristics, dynamics, and limitations of social change
processes at all scales, from the individual to the global. We can
address only a small subset of these issues; our arguments are
limited to the role of shared belief systems and their differences
across communities and societies, the importance of
understanding and leveraging institutions and institutional
change, and finally, the need to accelerate social innovation
through the creation of experimental settings associated with
institutionalized opportunities for scaling up success stories.
Substantial headway has been made in understanding how shared
belief systems in social groups (such as communities, states, or
markets) emerge. Collective belief systems provide the foundation
for (national) identities or interests, and can shape or change
norms and guide decisions (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, Pinker
2006). They can, for example, determine why a government selects
one policy option rather than another, or how different
stakeholders in a national park respond to alternative
management goals. The sharp divide between liberals and
conservatives in the United States regarding the appropriate
political response to climate change illustrates the importance of
shared belief and value systems for addressing sustainable
development challenges. A recent study by Gromet et al. (2013)
highlights the importance of taking into account belief systems
(in this case, political ideologies) when trying to facilitate
sustainability policies like increasing the use of more energy
efficient products. The authors found that connecting energy
efficient products to environmental concerns can negatively affect
the demand for these products in the United States, specifically
among persons who are more politically conservative. Other

studies provide evidence that citizen support for renewable energy
can be garnered through linking relevant policy measures to job
creation (Espinoza and Vredenburg 2010). Accounting for
existing belief systems and norms at various social scales can
improve the design and implementation of SDGs by highlighting
potential constraints but also providing the “construction
materials” for better national-scale targets and incentives beneath
each goal. In this way, community-specific circumstances serve
as a starting point for change. National targets could be
formulated in ways that resonate with key belief systems and avoid
counterproductive consequences due to ideological polarization.
For example, in some instances, it could require targets that place
a higher emphasis on themes like energy independence, air quality,
and economic opportunity, and less emphasis on environmental,
ecological, or climate change-related frames. A key challenge for
science is to begin disentangling how these cognitive issues play
out at different social scales (local, regional, and national) in
different countries—since the relevant value and belief systems
will be different. Building and acting on this knowledge will
require the establishment of multilevel support and advisory
systems that can help identify the nation-specific communication
and framing challenges when developing the respective SDG
implementation strategies jointly with national governments and
civil society institutions.
Institutions, the formal rules and informal norms that shape
human behavior, provide the broader foundations for collective
social change (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998). However,
institutions are often prone to inertia and difficult to transform
(Rothstein 2000), which suggests that SDGs that propose
significant institutional change may meet with resistance or
noncompliance. The formulation and pursuit of SDGs has to take
such inertia into consideration and assess trade-offs between
staggered institutional reform and creation from scratch. This
suggests that any SDG proposals that require significant
institutional change should also include incentives to overcome
such inertia and modify the cost-benefit calculus. Ostrom et al.
(1994) provide empirical and experimental examples of
institutional changes in incentive structures leading to behavioral
differences in outcomes. At the international level, a historic
example involves the North Pacific Fur Seal, in which a regime
of collaboration emerged that eliminated pelagic harvests in
exchange for a managed and coordinated shared harvest (Young
1994). The fractionalized harvest and agreed upon elimination of
pelagic hunting changed the calculus of the trade in fur seals, and
resulted in a sustained rebound in populations for more than 70
years. Setting targets as particular, more modest changes that
provide good incentives for subsequent shifts in governance (e.g.,
towards greater openness or transparency) might be an effective
approach in such cases. The building of formal CO2 accounting
and reporting practices into international climate agreements is
a good example of this type of approach (Lovell and MacKenzie
2011), since formal reporting requirements can provide simple
incentives that can lead to subsequent changes in behavior.
Transformational change can be accelerated and triggered
through social innovations, in the form of new sets of rules and
norms, new ways of thinking, and new processes for action and
decision-making (van der Leeuw 2010, Westley and Antadze
2010). While the SDGs cannot demand or predict such social
innovations, they can create social innovation spaces and be
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designed to integrate the results from these innovation spaces with
processes of adaptive goal setting and goal pursuit. In the
literature on socio-technical transitions (Grin et al. 2010), the
concept of transformative niches or transition arenas has been
used to describe spaces where new social innovations are tested
and developed (Smith and Raven 2010, Seyfang and Haxeltine
2012). These “protected” spaces provide support for
experimentation, and are used to develop new substance (ideas,
agendas visions), to support a process (of network/coalition
building, learning), and to subtly influence the dominant rule sets
supported by incumbent social networks and organizations
(Loorbach and Rotmans 2010). Recent studies from regional to
international scales, and across different types of institutions, give
evidence that such innovation spaces can play a key role in
facilitating transformative change (Loorbach and Rotmans
2010). Such spaces need to have clear boundaries and purposes
in order to catalyze ideas in a certain direction, while leaving room
for experimentation, local adaptation, and failure. Incentives and
enabling conditions for global networks of problem solving
“policy laboratories” and “innovation change labs” can be one
pathway. Such networks will integrate different perspectives and
knowledge sets, and facilitate breakthroughs in complex problem
domains toward more sustainable policy and management
options (Westley et al. 2011).
CONCLUSION
The desire to formulate SDGs as successors to the MDGs signals
that global priorities are headed in the right direction. There are
of course many other contentious and multifaceted issues that
need to be navigated by the SDG process; for example, issues of
equity, the contested relationship between “good governance”
and sustainability, and the visibility unevenness of certain social
groups (Wolbring et al. 2013). However, the Anthropocene poses
particular challenges for how a strong and legitimate successor
to the MDGs needs to be designed and formulated. Critically, a
set of SDGs that ignores a social-ecological perspective, critical
trade-offs between feasibility and ambition, and agents of social
change would lead to contradictory and ill-defined objectives.
Ultimately, the process of developing SDGs needs to stem from
a broad and inclusive vision and common analysis of what we
want to achieve. While MDGs focused on developing countries,
SDGs need buy-in from all nations. An achievable and shared set
of SDGs must inspire public support, and needs to be taken and
implemented at multiple levels of governance. Such a universal
set of SDGs needs to stem from a broad participatory process
and inclusive vision of the future that allows for deliberation
between science and societal actors. Considering the rapid
development of information technologies, there is an
unprecedented opportunity to build a highly energized network
that engages the world’s governments, scientific communities,
business, and civil society in inclusive, global-scale collaboration
on formulating and identifying SDGs and the pathways needed
to reach them. Such a global visioning process is already
underway, for example, in the UN-led consultation processes that
are being carried out on national (88 national consultations) and
global (11 global thematic consultations) scales and through
global online platforms (e.g., http://www.worldwewant2015.org/).

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
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